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Abstract—Many important applications in the extreme en-
vironment require wireless communications to connect smart
devices. Metamaterial-enhanced magnetic induction (M2I) has
been proposed as a promising solution thanks to its long
communication range in the lossy medium. M2I communication
relies on magnetic coupling, which makes it intrinsically full-
duplex without self-interference. Moreover, the engineered active
metamaterial provides reconfigurability in communication range
and interference. In this paper, the new networking paradigm
based on the reconfigurable and full-duplex M2I communication
technique is investigated. In particular, the theoretical analysis
and electromagnetic simulation are first provided to prove the
feasibility. Then, a medium access control protocol is proposed
to avoid collisions. Finally, the capacity and delay of the full-
duplex M2I network are derived to show the advantage of the
new networking paradigm. The analysis in this paper indicates
that in a full-duplex M2I network, the distance between the source
and destination can be arbitrarily long and the end-to-end delay
can be as short as a single hop delay. As a result, each node
in such network can reach any other node by one hop, which
can greatly enhance the network robustness and efficiency. It is
important for timely transmission of emergent information or
real-time control signals.

I. Introduction

Wireless communications in extreme environments, e.g.,

underwater and underground, emerged in early 20th century

[1] driven by military and industrial applications. Extremely

large electric/magnetic antennas that can overcome the high

absorption loss are installed on submarines for underwater

surveillance or employed by miners for underground explo-

ration. During the past two decades, the development of wire-

less sensor/robotic network offers another solution that all the

activities in hostile and dangerous extreme environments can

be done automatically without human intervention. However,

the sensors and robots are much smaller than a submarine

and the conventional technologies cannot be directly adopted.

Therefore, the extreme environment wireless network requires

low-profile and high-efficiency communication technologies.

The magnetic induction (MI) communication relying on

loop antenna coupling is an efficient solution in extreme

environments thanks to its small penetration loss and stable

wireless channel [2]–[4]. It has been extensively utilized for

wireless communication and wireless sensing in underground,

underwater, and food logistics [2], [5], [6]. Since its operating

frequency is relatively low (High Frequency band or lower),

it is impossible to design an efficient antenna with the desired

low profile. Motivated by this, the metamaterial-enhanced
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magnetic induction (M2I) communication is proposed and

implemented in [7], [8] which can achieve long communica-

tion range by using low-profile antenna (10 cm in diameter).

Metamaterial is a kind of periodical artificial structure that

can significantly change the wave propagation [9], [10]. To

date, the understanding of M2I is still limited to point-to-point

communications.

In this paper, we investigate an important but yet untouched

property of the M2I-based wireless network, i.e., the full-

duplex capability. In particular, M2I is based on near field

coupling and the relay is intrinsically full-duplex: since the

received signal at the relay node can generate a new time-

varying magnetic field from the coil antenna, the relay node

actually re-broadcasts the received signal immediately after

receiving it. While the self-interference creates numerous

problems and remains the key challenges in the full-duplex

design in conventional electromagnetic (EM) wave-based net-

works, the full-duplex M2I relay does not suffer from any self-

interference. The full-duplex M2I relay actually share the same

principle as the transformer, which also relay the electricity in

a full-duplex manner.

It should be noted that the existing M2I technique [7], [8]

is based on passive metamaterial thus the gain at the relay

node is fixed and not enough for long-range full duplex relay.

To enable the flexible control of the full-duplex relay and

extend the relay range in M2I-based network, we propose to

use active metamaterial instead of passive one. Recently, active

elements have been introduced to metamaterial to overcome

its loss, broaden its bandwidth, and, more importantly, make it

reconfigurable [11]. By adding such active elements into the

existing M2I antennas, the gain of the full-duplex relay can

be greatly enhanced and arbitrarily controlled. As a result, a

M2I full-duplex relay can be turned on or off; and the relay

coverage range can also be controlled, in real time.

In this paper, we answer three key questions in the full-

duplex M2I networks: (i) how to realize and control the full-

duplex M2I relay node? (ii) how to avoid the high interference

caused by the large full-duplex relay area? and (iii) what is

the network capacity and end-to-end delay in such network?

Specifically, the operation framework of the reconfigurable

full-duplex M2I network is first introduced and its unique

characteristics are emphasized. Then, we reduce the com-

plexity of the M2I antenna model and provide a feasible

active input design. Based on simplified model, the control-

lable metamaterial gain is analyzed and the stable condition

of the active input is found. Moreover, the full wave EM

simulation is conducted to verify the feasibility of the active
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reconfigurable M2I relay. After that, the link budget model

is derived with reconfigurable metamaterial gain and full-

duplex relay. In addition, we design a practical medium access

control (MAC) protocol to efficiently realize the proposed

network framework, upon which the network capacity and

delay models are developed. Through numerical simulation,

we prove the feasibility and stability of the M2I network. The

low-delay performance is also verified.

The reminder of this paper is structured as follows. Section

II gives the fundamental background of the reconfigurable full-

duplex M2I relay. Then, the system model is introduced in

Section III. Based on it, the link budget, network protocol,

and network capacity and delay are analyzed in Section IV.

Numerical simulations are provided in Section V. Finally, we

conclude this paper in Section VI.

II. M2I Full-duplexMultihop Network

The multihop relay has been widely used in conventional

EM wave-based wireless networks to overcome the limita-

tion of short communication range. However, since the self-

interference problem [12] has not been perfectly addressed

so far, the half-duplex multihop mechanism [13] significantly

increases the end-to-end delay from the data source to the

destination. For example, a packet is sent from node N1 to

Nn through relays N2 to Nn−1. Assume that it takes T0 for

one hop and thus the minimum end-to-end transmission delay

without interference from other simultaneous transmissions is

(Nn − 1)T0.

In contrast, M2I-based wireless network can achieve full-

duplex multihop relay without the impact of self-interference.

As a result, the source node and destination node can be

arbitrarily far apart from each other as long as there are enough

relay nodes in-between. Since all the relays are full-duplex, the

delay will be T0 rather than (Nn − 1)T0 in the aforementioned

scenario. That is to say, the end-to-end delay of the multihop

transmission in full-duplex M2I network can be as short as one

transmission duty cycle. Each node in such network can reach

any other node by just one hop, which can greatly enhance the

network robustness and efficiency. It is a dramatical departure

from the current multihop networking mechanisms and is very

important for timely transmission of emergent information

for sensor networks or real-time control signals for robotic

networks in extreme environments.

The reason why the full duplex M2I network does not suffer

from self-interference can be explained as follows.

In EM-based communication, the wireless devices are

placed many wavelengths away. When the transmitter sends a

packet to the receiver, the relay can overhear it since the EM

wave can induce currents in its antenna. This induced current

can be regarded as a re-radiation source that is broadcasting the

received signal by the relay into the space. However, this signal

cannot be received by the receiver due to two reasons. First, the

induced current in the relay’s antenna is weak since the range

between the transmitter and the relay is large when compared

with wavelength. Moreover, the receiver is also far from the

relay. As a result, the reradiated signal cannot be captured

by the receiver and the relay has to send the packet again

after it receiving the packet. For full-duplex EM relay, since
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(b) M2I full-duplex relay

Fig. 1. Comparison of conventional relay and M2I relay. The green block is
a transmitted packet and the red block is a received packet.

it transmits and receives simultaneously, the self-interference

is a great challenge and usually the performance has to be

sacrificed when uses full-duplex relay [12], [14].

The M2I is a different technology from EM communication

because it employs the near field radiated by magnetic loop

antennas [2], [3], [7], [15]. As a result, the transceivers in

M2I communication networks have a much stronger coupling

(mutual interaction) and the information can be delivered via

this coupling. Different from the EM relay, the M2I relay

is intrinsically full-duplex thanks to the near filed coupling.

Consider that a M2I relay is located between the transmitter

and receiver, the transmitted signal can induce currents in the

relay, which is the same as the EM wave. The difference

is that the relay with induced current can be regarded as a

new radiation source. Since the coupling between the receiver

and the relay is strong, the relay can also induce currents,

carrying the transmitted signal, at the receiver. All the above

processes happen simultaneously due to the relatively short

communication range and strong magnetic coupling.

An example is provided in Fig. 1. For EM half-duplex

relay, the transmitter sends a packet, which is received by

the relay and forwarded to the receiving node in the next time

slot. Therefore, the transmission process consumes two time

slots. On the contrary, in the full-duplex M2I networks, only

one time slot is required to complete the data transmission.

As shown in Fig. 1(b), the relay and receiving nodes get

the packet simultaneously. Originally, the transmitter cannot

communicate directly with the receiver due to the long distance

between them. Now, the full-duplex relay can improve the

coupling strength among the three nodes and the packet can

be delivered immediately to the receiver.

III. Modeling Full-duplexM2I Network

In this section, we develop succinct analytical model for

reconfigurable M2I communication and networking.

A. Characteristics of M2I Communication

1) M2I Enhancement: In [7], [8], the fundamental electro-

magnetic principles of M2I is analyzed by considering an ideal

model with homogeneous and isotropic metamaterial, which

is followed by a practical design and implementation using a

spherical coil array. The results show that the metamaterial

provides a gain αgain for radiated magnetic field and self-

inductance, while the mutual inductance is increased by α2
gain

,

where αgain can be controlled by the metamaterial parameters,
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(a) Implemented pas-
sive metamaterial an-
tenna.

(b) Tri-directional an-
tenna in metamaterial
shell.

Fig. 2. Passive metamaterial-enhanced magnetic antenna.

such as thickness, effective permeability, and loss. For exam-

ple, if the radiated magnetic field by a MI antenna is Hm,

the antenna self-inductance is Lm, and the mutual inductance

between two MI transceivers is Mm, then the corresponding

parameters for M2I will be αgainHm, αgainLm, and α2
gain

Mm,

respectively.

Since the developed model in [7], [8] is comprehensive, it

is so complicated that cannot be directly adopted. Next, we

first provide a simplified model for αgain and then we prove

that it is reconfigurable. The original self-inductance of a loop

antenna can be written as

LMI =
ΦMI

IMI

=
µNtHMIS a

IMI

, (1)

where ΦMI is the magnetic flux across the MI antenna, IMI is

the current, HMI is the radiated magnetic field in the vicinity

of the antenna, Nt is the number of turns, µ is the permeability,

and S a is the area of the antenna. When the antenna is enclosed

by the metamaterial shell, the enhanced self-inductance can be

written as

LM2I =
ΦM2I

IM2I

= LMI −ℜ
⎡

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎣

Nmeta
∑

i=1

jω{Mam}
2
i

Zr + jωLmu +
1

jωCmu
+ ℑ(Zre f )

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎦

,

(2)

where the second term on the right-hand side is caused by

the metamaterial shell, Zr = Rmu + Ractive +ℜ(Zre f ), ΦM2I is

the magnetic flux through the loop antenna, IM2I is the antenna

current, Nmeta is the number of metamaterial units on the shell,

Rmu is the resistance of the metamaterial unit, Ractive is the

active input resistance which is reconfigurable, Lmu is the self-

inductance of a metamaterial unit, Cmu is the capacitance in

metamaterial unit, {Mam}i in the mutual inductance between

the antenna and the ith metamaterial unit, Zre f is the reflected

impedance from other metamaterial units to the ith unit, which

is the same for all the units since the units are uniformly

distributed on the spherical shell, and ℜ(·) and ℑ(·) stands for

the real and imaginary part of a complex number, respectively.

Therefore, the gain of metamaterial enhancement can be

expressed as

αgain =
LM2I

LMI

. (3)

By using different configurations in (2), this gain can be

adjusted [7], [8].

B. Reconfigurable M2I Antenna Model

In Fig. 2, a M2I prototype is fabricated with passive

metamaterial elements and a tri-directional antenna with three

1
R 2

R

3
R

equR

muL
muC

Fig. 3. Metamaterial unit with reconfigurable NIC.

mutually perpendicular unidirectional coils are placed in the

center of the shell to overcome the polarization loss. Such

a passive metamaterial shell is easy to fabricate, but it is

not trivial to make it reconfigurable due to its complicated

structure. Next, we provide a solution to design reconfigurable

active metamaterial based on negative impedance converter

(NIC).

The Non-Foster Element (NFE) has been extensively uti-

lized in antenna and amplifier impedance matching, oscillators,

and low-loss metamaterial design since it can demonstrate

negative resistance, self-inductance, or capacitance. The NIC is

employed to create effective NFE, e.g., in Fig. 3 the equivalent

impedance is a negative resistance [16], [17]. The NIC is

connected in series with the metamaterial unit, i.e., the small

PCB in Fig.2(a). In view of (2) and (3), the resistive losses in

the metamaterial units, i.e., Rmu and Zre f in (2), affect the gain

dramatically. By using the NFE, a negative resistance Ractive,

can be created to compensate the loss with active DC power

input. Although the gain can be enhanced, this method also

introduces two negative effects: stability issue and additional

noise. The negative impedance need to be designed to meet

the stability condition, otherwise unpredictable and infinitely

large current can be generated [18]. Moreover, the resistive

elements in the NIC also introduces noises that can corrupt

signals. In the following, we discuss the gain and the two

negative effects in sequence.

1) Reconfigurable Gain: By using a reconfigurable R2 =

{Rrc f g[i]}
Ntap

i=1
, the negative resistance Ractive can be digitally

controlled by the central controller, e.g., using a digital poten-

tiometer. As a result, the resistive elements in a metamaterial

unit can be expressed as

{Zr[i]}
Ntap

i=1
= Rmu +ℜ(Zre f ) −

{Rrc f g[i]}
Ntap

i=1

R1

Rre f . (4)

Then, by substituting (4) into (2) and (3), we can obtain the

reconfigurable gain {αgain[i]}
Ntap

i=1
.

2) Stability: In the following, we provide an analytical

understanding of the instability of active metamaterial and

derive the stable condition that needs to be satisfied. As

discussed in [8], αgain is achieved when the metamaterial unit’s

reactance is negative which is equivalent to a capacitor. Then,

the equivalent circuit of the metamaterial unit can be simplified

to a positive resistor Requ = Rmu +ℜ(Zre f ), a capacitor Cequ,

and the negative resistor Ractive. The Laplace Transform of the

induced current in a metamaterial unit is given by

Imu =
µHmuS as

1/(Cequs) + Requ + Ractive

. (5)
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Fig. 4. Cell partition of underground
sensor networks. Black dots are sensor
nodes.
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Fig. 5. Interference in M2I relay.
Colored disk is the communica-
tion range.

To satisfy the Routh stability criterion, Requ +Ractive should be

larger than 0. As a result, the stable condition is

Ractive > −Requ. (6)

Under this condition, the induced current in the metamaterial

unit is finite and thus the system becomes stable, otherwise

infinite current can be induced.

3) NIC Noise: By using the NIC, more noises are in-

troduced to the system, which may equivalently change the

effective value of Ractive. In this paper, we model the noise

of NIC as the thermal noise generated by Ractive, i.e., vnic =√
−4kBTRactiveBw, where kB is the Boltzmann’s constant, T is

the temperature, and Bw is the bandwidth. Similarly, given Rmu,

we can obtain the generated noise voltage. The noises force

the metamaterial units to radiate power and induce voltage in

the loop antenna, which is considered as the reflected noise in

the loop antenna that can corrupt the received signal.

C. Network Model

The terrestrial wireless networks spans in a 2D space and

thus most of the analysis considers 2D scenario. However,

most of the extreme environments are 3D, e.g., underground

sensor networks and underwater robotic networks. Hence, in

this paper we consider a 3D network, which is different from

the existing works.

1) Topology and Interference Model: The cell partition is

widely used in 2D network analysis [19]. Here, we extend

it to 3D by considering an ad-hoc network with uniformly

distributed node in a 3D cube with edge length ls. The node

density is λn and node i’s position is denoted by Xi. In addition,

we divide the space into small sub-cubes with edge length lsc

as shown in Fig. 4. Note that the environment is not necessary

to be underground, it can be many other extreme and complex

environments. This cubic structure can find many applications

in realistic. For example, in [6], the MI sensors are placed

in boxes on a food truck to monitor the food quality in real

time; in underwater fish farming, fishes are fostered in cages,

which are organized in a similar way as the proposed network

structure; the MI sensors/robots can be placed in the cage to

collect useful information.

The extensively used protocol model [20] is considered

for adjacent node interference. Assume that the communi-

cation range associated with gain αgain[i] is dmax[i], where

i = 1, 2, · · ·Ntap. A link can achieve a data rate of R only

if all the interferers are (1+∆)dmax[i] away from the receiver.

The routing strategy employs the shortest path from the

source to the destination. The nodes in a cell can communicate

with all the nodes in its neighbor cells. As a result, the

route from the source to the destination is the line connecting

them if there is no empty cells. In existing works, there is

a relation of the node density, cell size, and communication

range that can guarantee all the cells contain at least one node

[20]–[22]. However, this condition is hard to be satisfied in

MI communication networks because of the relatively short

communication range, which requires extremely large numbers

of nodes in a small area. Therefore, in this paper we consider

the scenario that the network is connected but empty cells

are allowed. In the routing algorithm, each node checks its

neighbor and choose the one which is not empty and has the

shortest distance to the destination as the relay. To make the

routing algorithm converge, we use the cells’ center to measure

the distance between two cells.

2) Metamaterial Gain Control: Although the gain provided

by the metamaterial can significantly improve the commu-

nication range, this also creates more interferences. There-

fore, we cannot aggressively increase the gain by sacrificing

the network throughput. In addition, an important unique

characteristic of the M2I full-duplex relay networks is the

interference introduced by relay nodes. For the conventional

EM-based half-duplex and full-duplex communication, the

interference cannot be directly transmitted from the relay to

the destination. However, in M2I full-duplex relay networks,

the relay nodes not only deliver useful signals but also the

interference signals. For example, in Fig. 5, RE1 and RE2

can relay the signal from T X to RX. Since the relays are

full-duplex, RE1 and RE2 receive the signal and transmit

it immediately. Now, in presence of the interferer IF, the

interference signal also propagates from RE1 to RE2 and RX.

However, if IF employs a smaller gain, then RE1 receives

less or even no interference. As a result, the throughput can be

improved. In next section, we provided a solution to control the

metamaterial gain for each device to achieve higher throughput

while maintain the communication link.

IV. Full-duplexM2I Network Analysis

In this section, we derive the link budget model for full-

duplex M2I network, upon which the single transmission

in the network is analyzed. After that, we provide a MAC

protocol and analyze the network performance with multiple

transmissions.

A. Link Budget for Full-duplex M2I Relay

1) Mutual Inductance: The widely used omnidirectional

loop antenna can no longer guarantee the coverage in a 3D

space, because it only has the same directional property on one

plane rather than the whole 3D space [23]. Moreover, the MI

communication employs the near field as well as the transition

region of the antenna, which makes the analysis far more

complicated than the EM communication. Therefore, we need

to employ an isotropic antenna to overcome the directional

loss in 3D space and derive a simple but rigorous mutual

inductance model.

In [5], [24] the tri-directional (TD) antenna with three

mutually perpendicular loop antennas is utilized to create

isotropic coverage. In this paper, we follow the TD antenna

model in [5], where the TD antenna is modeled by using a

3 by 3 orthogonal matrix. As shown in [5], TD antenna can
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Fig. 6. A 2D illustration of data transmission in M2I network with relay.

achieve the optimal performance that is equivalent to the well-

aligned unidirectional antenna. Different from [5] where the

TD antenna is utilized in a stratified medium, here we prove a

general case that the TD receiving antenna can always capture

the maximum amount of power, which makes it immune to

orientation change.

Considering the incident magnetic field as Hin = uin|Hin|,

where uin is a unit vector denoting the incident direction

and |Hin| is the magnitude. The orientation of a TD receiv-

ing antenna is Rt
td
= [u1,u2,u3], where the superscript t

means matrix transpose and ui is a unit vector. Then, the

induced voltage in the TD antenna is vtd = jωµ|Hin|S auinRtd.

The received power is proportional to vtd · vt
td

, which can

be expanded as −ω2µ2|Hin|
2S 2

auinRtdRt
td

ut
in

. Since Rt
td

is an

orthogonal matrix, Rtd · R
t
td

equals an identity matrix. As a

result, the received power is independent of the TD antenna

orientation. In addition, since uin is a unit vector, uin ·u
t
in
= 1.

Thus, the incident magnetic field can be fully utilized without

antenna orientation loss by using the TD antenna.

As a result, we can reduce the negative orientation effect

by using the TD antenna in a metamaterial shell. In the

following we consider the antennas are well-aligned without

any loss from antenna orientation. Next, the mutual inductance

is written as a function of the transceivers’ distance using TD

antennas, upon which we can derive the link budget model.

By considering the metamaterial gain, the mutual inductance

between two M2I transceivers can be written as [2], [7]

M =
N2

t µαgain[i]αgain[ j]S 2
ae− jkd f (θ)

2πd3
= C1

αgain[i]αgain[ j]

d3
,

(7)

where d is the distance between the M2I transceivers, k is

the propagation constant, and f (θ) stands for the orientation

effect. Since the TD antenna’s three unidirectional coils are

mutually perpendicular to each other, they can radiate fields

into arbitrary direction when they are connected in series.

Also, the transmitting TD antenna is almost isotropic in the

near field [5], [23]. In the following, we consider the mutual

inductance between two transceivers is the maximum value

without orientation effect, i.e., f (θ) = 1 in (7).

2) Link Budget for Single Transmission: According to the

routing strategy introduced in Sec. III-C1, there is a path

from the source to the destination and each cell on the path

has at least one node. We assume that there are Nc cells

along the path. Moreover, each node, including the relay can

adjust their metamaterial gain based on local observations of

the network status, such as interference and connection. The

required data rate is R and either with or without relay the

minimum received Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) should be

larger than 2R − 1. When there is no relay, the transmitter

can directly send data to the receiver and the path loss can be

modeled as [2], [25]

L = −10 log10

⎡

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎣

ω
2M2

2(R2
M2I
+ ω2M2)

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎦

, (8)

where RM2I is the resistance of the M2I antenna. Note that the

path loss model is different from the one in [26] which neglects

the term ω2M2 on the denominator. Since the metamaterial can

significantly increase the mutual coupling, if we neglect this

term on the denominator, the path loss can be smaller than 0,

which is not true. If M is large enough, the minimum L is

3 dB which means only half of the transmission power can

be delivered to the receiver and the other part is dissipated

in the transmitter. When there are Nc relays in between the

transmitter and receiver, due to the long communication range,

there are significant propagation losses. Therefore, to achieve

the required data rate, the transmitter and relays have to be

coupled much stronger, i.e., smaller path loss for each hop.

Thus, there is a limitation on the path loss of each hop which

will be given in the following part. The path loss with relay

can be written as

L
Nc

relay
= −10 log10

⎡

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎣

Nc+1
∏

i=1

ω
2M2

i

2(R2
M2I
+ ω2M2

i
)

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎦

= −10 log10

⎡

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎣

Nc+1
∏

i=1

ω
2C2

1
αgain[i]αgain[i + 1]

2
(

R2
M2I

d6
i
+ ω2C2

1
α

2
gain

[i]α2
gain

[i + 1]
)

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎦

. (9)

Here, only the interactions between adjacent neighbors are

considered and the nonadjacent interactions are neglected due

to the long distance [2], [3].

B. Single Transmission in M2I Network

In this subsection, we analyze the cooperative strategy of

M2I relay in a single transmission where a source sends

data to a destination with relays. Only one active link is

considered here and the discussion is extended to multiple

active links in a network in the next subsection. Note that

the data transmission process consists of two procedures, i.e.,

relay scheduling and data transmission. The relay scheduling

utilizes negligible short time slots to schedule the relays and

the associated metamaterial gain. During relay scheduling,

each node receives signals from the previous node and decides

whether it can serve as a relay or not. If available, it will

choose the metamaterial gain based on its received signal

strength. If not available, it will keep silent and the previous

node will wait for a predefined time slot and then send

feedback to the source.

No matter how many relays are employed, the path loss

between the transmitter and receiver has to be lower than a

threshold to achieve the required data rate R. Although the

larger αgain can provide strong couplings, it also creates large

interference for other transmissions in the network. Therefore,

by meeting the data rate requirement, the interference has

to be minimized. Since the interference area (1 + ∆)dmax is
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proportional to the communication range dmax and αgain, we

try to minimize the sum of αgain and the problem can be stated

as

min

Nc
∑

i=1

αgain[i]

s.t. L
Nc

relay
= L̂max (10)

where L̂max is the maximum path loss that can achieve

R. The above problem is nonlinear and requires significant

computation to find the optimal metamaterial gain for each

node. Also, the information exchange poses high burdens for

wireless sensors/robots operating in extreme environments.

Here we propose a low complexity solution, where each node

can choose its gain based on the received signal strength from

the previous node without considering interference control.

Each relay node receives signals from the previous relay or

source and it has the knowledge of the transmission power.

For the ith hop, let the path loss be Li when the relay’s gain

αgain[i+1] = 1, i.e., no metamaterial gain. Then, the relay can

choose its gain to change the path loss to τLi, where τ ≤ 1

and it is a constant. The expression of αgain[i + 1] is

αgain[i + 1] =
2πd3

i,i+1
RM2I

ωαgain[i]N2
t µS

2
a|e
− jkd |

√

0.5C2

1 − 0.5C2

, (11)

where C2 = 10−
τLi
10 . By changing the ith relay’s gain, the path

loss can be reduced and the level is determined by τ. When

τ = 1, αgain[i+1] = 1 and there is no improvement in received

signal strength. Therefore, τ has to be smaller than 1. Based

on (11) we can find the interference area whose radius di f is

larger than (1 + ∆)di f min, where di f min is the communication

range with both the transmitting gain and the receiving gain

equal 1. In addition, di f is smaller than (1 + ∆)di f max, where

di f max is the communication range with transmitting gain and

receiving gain is the maximum αgain. Based on this relation,

we can estimate the interference area.
The single transmission is equivalent to the scenario that

the network load is extremely small and the transmission do

not suffer from interference. If so, by ideally increasing the

metamaterial gain, the communication range can be arbitrarily

long using dense relays and all the transmissions can be

completed in a single hop, which can significantly reduce the

delay.

C. Multiple Transmissions in M2I Network

1) MAC Protocol Design: Although for a single transmis-

sion in the network the delay is negligible, this is achieved by

equivalently increasing the transmission range and reducing

the network capacity. As pointed out in [19], [22], there is

a tradeoff between network capacity and delay. The short

communication range provides a large network capacity but

relatively long delay, while long communication range can

reduce the delay of a communication link, it may increase the

delay for other packets waiting to be transmitted and reduce

the overall network throughput. In the following, we provide

both a practical MAC protocol and analyze its performance.
We assume the nodes are omniscient and have perfect

knowledge of the topology. The data communication mainly
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Fig. 7. Modified CSMA/CA for M2I network.

consists of two steps, i.e., random medium access and data

transmission. As shown in Fig. 7, the medium access employs

very short time slots which can be neglected, while the data

packet consumes much more time. First, if the channel is

available, the source S 1 sends RTS (Request to Send) to the

next-hop cell on the path. In the next cell, a node RE1 will

voluntarily serve as the relay and adjust its metamaterial gain

based on the received power. After that, RE1 sends RTS to

the next-hop cell on the path and a node RE2 will voluntarily

serve as the relay. This process will continue until at least

one of the following happens in a cell: 1) the destination is

in the cell, 2) the nodes in the cell are interfered by other

transmissions, 3) one node in the cell is relaying packets

for other transmissions, and 4) reaching the maximum relay

number. The maximum relay number is considered to avoid

very long distance transmission because it can dramatically

reduce the network capacity. However, if there is an emergent

events happening and it has high priority, the network layer can

allow large maximum relay number and this will be considered

in our future work.

If one of the four conditions is satisfied in a cell x, it can be

the destination or a relay in that cell. First, if the cell has the

destination D1, then it will wait for (Nrmax+1−x)(TRTS +TCTS ),

where Nrmax is the maximum relay number, x is the hop

number from the source, and TRTS/CTS is the time required

to send RTS or CTS (Clear to Send), before sending its CTS.

Once the node REx−1 receives the CTS from REx, it will relay

this information to the node before it, so on and so forth.

When S 1 receives the CTS, it will start transmitting and all

other relays and destination have been prepared to deliver the

packet. Second, if the cell x has a relay and the counter reaches

the maximum number of relay, then REx will not broadcast a

RTS, instead it will send a CTS to the previous relay without

waiting. In this scenario, the last relay is considered as a

temporary destination, which is not counted into the maximum

relay number. During the process, there are at most (Nrmax+1)

RTS will be transmitted. Since each RTS is associated with

a CTS, in the protocol there are 2Nrmax + 2 time slots are

reserved for RTS and CTS. If any RTS are dropped due to

collision or interference, the scheduling process will stop at

the last node sending RTS. CTS will not be interfered thanks

to the scheduling process of RTS.

An example is given in Fig. 7. Assume that the maximum

relay number is 6, N1 is the source, and N8 is a relay or

destination. N1 transmits a packet to N8 and it first sends a

RTS to N2. Consider that N2 to N5 are available but N6 is

interfered by other transmissions. Then, when N5 sends a RTS

to N6, it will not respond. Next, N5 waits for five void time

slots, including two RTS and three CTS, and sends a CTS to

N4. This process will continue until N1 receives a CTS from

N2. After that, it transmits the data packet and N2 to N4 will
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serve as full-duplex relay and N5 is the receiver.

2) Delay and Capacity Analysis: Since the sources and

destinations are uniformly distributed, their distance can be

estimated using the following distribution [27]

(L/ls)
2 − 0.5√

7/60
∼ N(0, 1), (12)

where N(0, 1) is the normal distribution with mean 0 and

variance 1. Thus, the average distance from the source to

the destination is L =
√

0.5ls. Based on it we can estimate

the number of cells a packet across from the source to the

destination. The minimum number of cells is ⌈L/lsc⌉ when

the source and destination is in the same row or column. Any

other location of the destination will introduce more cells. The

maximum number of cells is 3⌈
√

1/3L/lsc⌉. According to the

routing algorithm, the path from the source to the destination

can be decomposed into x, y, and z direction in Cartesian

coordinates and
√

l2x + l2y + l2z = L. When lx = ly = lz, the

total number of cell has the maximum value.

Although we have the bounds for the total number of cells

on the path, some of them may be empty. The probability that

the cell is empty can be written as Pempt = e−λnl3
ls , where λn is

the node density. Although we consider there are empty cells,

but Pempt is a very small number in order to guarantee that

the network is connected. The routing strategy can guarantee

that even empty cell exists, the packet can still be delivered to

the destination. Therefore, the average distance between the

source and the destination is still valid due to the low empty

cell ratio.

a) Delay Analysis: First, for conventional MI network at

most ⌈ L
lsc
⌉ hops are required to complete the transmission. For

each hop, the nodes access the channel using time division

to avoid collisions. Since conventional MI does not have

reconfigurable gain, its interference area is 4/3π(1+∆)3d3
max[1].

Only one active transmitter is allowed in this area. So it

takes ⌈4/3π(1 + ∆)3d3
max[1]/l3sc⌉Tdata to complete a one-hop

transmission and the total average delay in conventional MI

network is

DMI ≤ ⌈
L

lsc

⌉⌈ 4

3l3sc

π(1 + ∆)3d3
max[1]⌉Tdata (13)

For M2I network, the delay depends on the maximum relay

number and active source density. If all the relays on the

path from the source to the destination are available, only one

transmission can complete the process with delay Tdata. Then,

the average time delay is

DM2I ≤ Vin fλsc⌈
L

lsc(Nrmax + 1)
⌉Tdata, (14)

where Vin f is the volume of the maximum interference area.

Note that, the shape of Vin f depends on the number of relay

nodes. When the relay nodes are more than 1, the shape of

Vin f can be approximated by a cone. When there is no relay

nodes, the shape can be approximated by a sphere.

We can understand (13) and (14) from two aspects. First,

when the network load is extremely high, i.e., λsc is large,

DM2I ≈ DMI . Since λsc is large, the M2I transceiver cannot

use the full-duplex relay because all its neighbors can be
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Fig. 8. Simulation of metamaterial gain and interference area. The dimension
is measured in meter and the magnetic field is normalized for comparison.

interfered or utilized by other transmissions. Therefore, the

number of transmitters within the interference volume is

Vin fλsc ≈ 4

3l3sc
π(1 + ∆)3d3

max[1]. Also, when there is no relay,

Nmax = 0 which means only the destination receives signal.

Second, when the network load is small, i.e., λsc ≈ 0, DM2I is

much smaller than DMI . Under this condition, Vin fλsc should

be no smaller than 1 to guarantee that there is a transmission.

Also, the second term on the right-hand side of (13) is much

larger than 1 since dmax[1] ≥
√

5lsc and ∆ ≥ 1. Since Nrmax

is much larger than 1, DM2I is much smaller than DMI . This

gives us a hint that when there are emergencies which are also

rare events (low network load), M2I full-duplex relay network

can provide much lower delay.
b) Network Capacity: The network capacity Cnet is de-

fined as the maximum date rate that can be supported from

the source to the destination. For conventional MI network, the

required throughput from MAC layer is λscl3sCMInet⌈ L
lsc
⌉, while

for M2I network the required throughput is λscl3sCM2Inet⌈ L
lscNmax

⌉
[28]. The maximum number of allowed active link NLmax is

determined by the space reuse and the data rate of each link

R. For MI network NLmax ≤ ⌊l3s/(4/3π(1 + ∆)3d3
max[1]),. For

reconfigurable M2I network NLmax depends on the metama-

terial gain that used by transceivers. If all the transceivers

and relays use the minimum gain, NLmax has the same value

as MI. If the transceivers use the maximum gain, NLmax ≤
⌊l3s/(4/3π(1+∆)3d3

max[Ntap]),. Thus the upper bound of network

capacity for MI and M2I network are the same which can be

expressed as

Cnet ≤
R

λscl3s⌈ L
lscNmax

⌉
. (15)

If the M2I transceivers and relays use larger gain, the active

links allowed in the network will reduce.

V. Numerical Simulation

In this section, we numerically analyze the proposed recon-

figurable full-duplex M2I network. First, the metamaterial gain

is simulated in EM computing software. Then, we analyze the

network characteristics, such as node density, empty cells, and

communication range of M2I relay. Based on it, the proposed

network protocol is simulated.

In Fig. 8, the effect of the metamaterial gain is simulated in

COMSOL Multiphysics by using one M2I transmitter (TX),
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one relay (RE), and one receiver (RX). The configuration of

the metamaterial shell and the transceivers is the same as the

model in [7]. The considered frequency band is 10 MHz. The

interval between the adjacent two nodes is 4 m. As discussed

in [8], the metamaterial gain is related to the metamaterial

loss, which is the imaginary part of the effective permeabil-

ity. In Fig. 8(a), the metamaterial equivalent permeability is

−1−0.001 j which is equivalent to the high metamaterial gain,

while in Fig. 8(b), the metamaterial equivalent permeability

is −1 − 0.01 j which is equivalent to low metamaterial gain.

The red color is the area where the radiated field is above

8 × 10−5 A/m (it can be considered as interference area). As

shown in the figure, with large metamaterial gain, the relay

is more powerful and the receiver can obtain more power.

However, the interference area is larger. By dynamically

controlling the metamaterial gain, we can freely adjust the

transceiver’s and relay’s coupling to achieve different network

performance. In Fig. 9, the effect of the negative resistance on

the metamaterial gain is demonstrated. The ratio Ractive/Rmeta,

where Rmeta = Rmu+ℜ(Zre f ), is varied. The mutual inductance

between the metamaterial units and the loop antenna is 0.3

µH, the self-inductance of a metamaterial unit is 30 nH, and

the unit resistance is 0.1 Ω. As we can see in the figure, as

the negative resistance varies, the metamaterial gain can be

adjusted from 1 to 30 dB.

In Fig. 10 the effects of node density on empty cell and aver-

age source-destination distance are investigated. The network

edge length ls is 120 m and sub-cube edge length is 6 m. The

node density is set to 0.04. As estimated in (12), the average

distance between each pair of source and destination is 84.8 m,

which matches well with the numerical simulation results. It

should be noted that the average distances between the sources

and the associated destinations are almost not affected by the

node density. As a result, the average distance in the figure is

nearly a straight line. Also, when the node density is higher

than 0.02, empty cells have very low percentage which satisfies

the assumption of this paper.

Next, the effects of the reconfigurable gain on link budget

and communication range are discussed. We consider the

transmitter and the receiver have the same metamaterial gain

and vary the value of the gain from 1 to 30 dB. As shown

in Fig. 11, as the gain increases the communication range

becomes larger which creates more interference to adjacent

nodes and the maximum communication range is 40 m. When

the gain becomes larger than 10 dB, the link budget becomes

saturated because of the strong coupling, i.e., ω2M2 becomes
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dominant on the denominator of (8). Then, the randomly dis-

tributed relays are considered in Fig. 12. Here, three different

metamaterial gain control strategies are considered. In the

first strategy, all the nodes use the minimum metamaterial

gain, i.e., αgain = 1, and the link budget is very high. As

a result, using the minimum gain can only achieve very

limited communication range. Then, in the second strategy,

all the nodes blindly use the maximum metamaterial gain

and the link budget is relatively small. The communication

range is very long and it can reach 20 cells away. The third

strategy uses (11) to determine the metamaterial gain. As we

can see in the figure, the link budget performance is very

close to the maximum gain strategy but each node smartly

control its gain based on the received signal strength from

the previous node. Then, we consider the required data rate is

10 kbps and the bandwidth is 1 kHz. According to the Shannon

capacity, the required SNR should be larger than 30 dB. Since

the transceiver has small resistance, the background noise is

dominant which is 120 dBm. L̂max is set as 100 dB and the

transmission power is 10 dBm. For the interference area, ∆ is

set to 1.

The network delay and capacity are investigated by imple-

menting the proposed MAC protocol and measure the delay

from each source to the associated destination. The network

load is considered as the density of transmitting sources λsc,

i.e., if there are many sources having packets to transmit, the

network load is high. The node density is set as 0.04 and the

maximum relay number for one hop is 5 for M2I network.

All other parameters are the same as preceding discussions.

As shown in Fig. 13, both M2I and MI network’s average

delay increase as the source density increases because of the

congestion. Moreover, the delay of M2I network is around half

of MI network’s delay, which is a significant improvement.

Also, during the simulation, we find that if the distance
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between the source and the destination is within the maximum

relay number and all relays are available, the transmission

can be done within one time slot. In Fig. 14, the ratio of

the maximum number of packets transmitted within one slot

to the total number of packets that need to be transmitted is

demonstrated. This is also a metric of the network capacity

[19]. As shown in the figure, M2I network and MI network

have similar performance but M2I network has a little higher

capacity when the source density is relatively low. The reason

is that in M2I network, the space can be more efficiently

utilized when the source density is low because there are more

unused space and M2I network can enlarge its communication

range using full-duplex relay, while MI network does not

have this capability. When the source density is high, most

of the space are utilized, this advantage does not exist. Also,

M2I network have longer communication range and thus its

capacity becomes lower than MI network.

VI. Conclusion

Extreme environment monitoring highly relies on wireless

senosr/robot networks. However, existing multi-hop wireless

technologies experience high delay, which cannot transmit

emergent information and real time control signal timely. In

this paper, we propose a low-delay networking strategy by

using metamaterial-enhanced magnetic induction (M2I). M2I

demonstrates many desired properties, including (i) reconfig-

urability by using active input in artificial metamaterial, (ii)

full-duplex thanks to the near field magnetic coupling, and

(iii) long communication range because of the metamaterial

enhancement. In this paper, we for the first time consider

these properties of M2I communication in a wireless network

and propose a low-delay networking protocol. The analytical

model for the reconfigurable full-duplex M2I transceiver is

derived and the stability and noise are discussed. We provide

a strategy for each node in the network to dynamically control

its metamaterial gain. Moreover, the analytical network delay

model is developed to provide intuitive understanding of the

low-delay performance. The numerical results show that using

M2I technology, the delay can be significantly reduced com-

pared with conventional magnetic induction communication.

This paper analytically proves the feasibility of the proposed

low-delay M2I network and our future work will focuses on

three key challenges: 1) wireless power transmission will be

utilized to charge the active metamaterial to make it more

compact and self-contained, 2) investigate the scalability of

the network protocol and considering more practical issues,

3) implement the proposed protocol in network simulator and

real testbed.
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